
NOTICE OF CLAIM OF DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS, REGARDING 'EXECUTIVE
ORDERS', TO WEAR MASKS IN PUBLIC, SHUT DOWN BUSINESSES, CURFEWS, ETC  .

_________________________________________

A) SUMMARY OF BASIC POINTS (ARGUMENTS):

#1) 'PROBABLE CAUSE' PROHIBITS ENFORCEMENT OF THESE MASK MANDATES: Only if someone was obviously
contagious MIGHT it be 'lawful' to require them to wear a mask in public, MAYBE, IF that was enough for 
'probable cause' to show they were more likely than not a danger to others if they did not wear the mask in 
public, but these cloth masks CANT stop viruses! 
  'In all criminal prosecutions' and for ALL 'searches and seizures', there MUST be 'probable cause' to accuse 'We 
the People of the United States' of an actual 'crime', against another human beings equal 'individual rights', so 
without 'probable' evidence to show I/We are an ACTUAL danger to another persons equal rights, to a 
'reasonable and prudent person' (who thinks rationally and checks facts), than ANY 'law' or 'executive order' 
CANNOT BE ENFORCED, WITHOUT THOSE ENFORCING THEM COMMITTING AN ACTUAL "CRIME", SUCH AS:  
VIOLATION OF 'DUE PROCESS OF LAW', 'DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS UNDER COLOR OF LAW, AND POSSIBLY EVEN 
'TREASON TO THE CONSTITUTION'!  And even for 'neglect to prevent' our Public Servants could still be liable 
too!   (See 'Cohens v. Virginia, US.Supr.Ct, U.S. Constitution, USCs 18-241 &242 & 42-1983 &1986, etc.).
  What that means is these 'Executive Orders' to wear cloth masks in public and shut down churches and 
businesses, and enforce 'curfews', are NOT 'Constitutional' or 'Lawful' to 'make or enforce' or even 'neglect to 
prevent' their enforcement!  In order for a police officer to HAVE 'probable cause' to enforce such an 'executive 
order' there would have to be enough EVIDENCE to show an individual WAS a 'probable' threat to other people, 
BUT, because of our right to privacy we need only "state... true full name" for police and submit to 'Lawful' 
arrest and search warrants.

#2) These masks provide NO protection from viruses, like this new cold 'Corona'/'Covid-19' virus, and it says so 
right on the boxes (I have two images on this, and can likely find more proof);

#3) If you show no symptoms you are not 'contagious': I need to find the proof of that, but basically, unless it is 
growing in your lungs and causing you to have obvious symptoms of being sick, then without that, you also are 
not contagious, because if the virus IS growing in your lungs, THAT makes you contagious and have symptoms, 
both go together.

#4) There is no actual 'pandemic':  The number of people actually dying from this 'Covid-19' virus is still a small 
fraction of how many have died from cold and flu and other lung infections in the USA so far this year, or the 
average year, and is still a fraction of how many die on average every year, from 'the common cold' and 'flu', 
especially once you account for the number of false-positive tests happening, which appears to be 80-90% false 
positives! (Deaths not actually CAUSED by 'Covid-19' being counted as if they are!). 
  So THERE IS NO 'PANDEMIC' OR 'EPIDEMIC'!  This new strain of the common cold is fatal for only about 1-3% or 
less of patients who catch it overall. And even worse...

#5) MOST of the so called 'positive' test results are WRONG! In some cases I've seen that over 80% of 'positive' 
results are WRONG, because these tests are testing for things that can come from many other causes as I 
understand it (RNA, Proteins, which are common to all cells I think). In other cases I've seen that when testing 
facilities saying they had 100% of tests were 'positive', when 'audited' it turns out its really more like 10-12%, 
MEANING...



#6) Only a few percent of people actually die from it:  Out of around 60,000 deaths in the US caused by this 
'Covid-19' or other cases involving 'Covid-19' at the same time, thats still a small fraction of well over 230,000 
deaths (I just checked now, with cdc, 8.3.2020) caused in the US this year by lung infections, so thats just over 
1/4, but if those #s are 8-10x as high as ACTUAL deaths CAUSED by 'Covid-19', then REALLY its more like 1-3% of 
deaths in the US from lung infections that were ACTUALLY caused by 'Covid-19'. THAT IS NO WHERE NEAR A 
'PANDEMIC' OR 'EPIDEMIC', BUT...

#7) These 'orders' are based on 'opinions' not 'probable cause':  These 'executive orders' 'mandating' people to 
wear masks in public (or its a 'misdemeanor' 'crime') and to shut down businesses and churches, and to enforce 
'curfews', ARE ALL BASED UPON THE OPINIONS OF 'HEALTH ADVISERS' AND 'EXECUTIVE OFFICERS'! Such as with 
the World Health Organization's 'health advisers' and the Governors and/or City Mayor and their 'health 
advisers' OPINIONS, even though they ARE "to the Contrary" OF THE FACTS!;

#8) There IS an effective cure and preventative medicine:  It has been 'clearly established', shown conclusively, 
that "Hydroxychloroquine" (HCQ) IS an effective 'cure' and 'preventative' medicine, which prevents 'Covid-19' 
infection, and cures symptoms within 24 hours in 91-100% of cases, in THOUSANDS of tests, and its been in use 
for DECADES, and some people use it regularly for malaria or lupus, and with NO harmful side effects....and 
some of those people did NOT catch it when everyone else around them did!; 

#9) Information is being suppressed:  Large Corporations like 'Main Stream Media' and Facebook and YouTube 
are intentionally SUPPRESSING many doctors talking about their success with HCQ and how FEW people are 
ACTUALLY catching this 'Covid-19', and how FEW people are actually dying from it, how effective HCQ actually is 
at curing and even preventing this infection, and they are clearly INTENTIONALLY TRYING to 'divide and conquer'
and manipulate 'We the People of the United States', and...

#10) THIS IS EXACTLY THE 'COMMUNIST' STRATEGY, HAPPENING RIGHT HERE RIGHT NOW, HOW TO 'USURP' 
OUR CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC, AND DESTROY OUR ENTIRE CULTURE! WE MUST NOT LET THIS HAPPEN!;  And 
now it is being revealed via this 'Shadow Gate' Documentary (From 'Info Wars') how Private Military Intelligence 
Contracting Companies have obtained Artificial Intelligence Software designed to duplicate the entire Internet 
data stream and use all the info it collects to manipulate societies and elections and individual people, and is 
likely causing much or all of the civil unrest, riots, 'insurrection or rebellion', 'defund the police', and a lot of 
what is going on right now in the U.S., because of the 'Globalist' agenda to establish one Global Govt. 'they' can 
control (owners of 'the Military Industrial Complex' which Eisenhower warned us to be weary of for this exact 
sort of reason!).

FROM HERE: 
https://www.nrdl.org/no_mask_notice.html

________________________________________

https://www.nrdl.org/no_mask_notice.html
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I need to put together a LOT of stuff I've been collecting in the 'replies' under this 'comment' on this Facebook 
post here:
https://www.facebook.com/harleyborgais/posts/10214287566783190?comment_id=10214294505116644

________________________________________

C) SIGNATURE PAGE:

I ____________________________________(print your First & Last name), do hereby declare under penalty of 
perjury the foregoing is correct and true to the best of my knowledge,

___________________________________________________________________________________________.
(Print Full Name, Sign and Date)

https://www.facebook.com/harleyborgais/posts/10214287566783190?comment_id=10214294505116644

